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We’re here for HIV prevention, HIV support and lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender and intersex (LGBTI) health.

Established in 1985 as the AIDS Council of New South Wales, we work 
to end HIV transmission among gay and homosexually active men, and 
promote the lifelong health of LGBTI people and people with HIV.
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WHO IS ACON? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ePKwx1Xnqa0&list=PLKuUsCfMgXqFXDzoMt8Sc0qiQNyXByfUX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ePKwx1Xnqa0&list=PLKuUsCfMgXqFXDzoMt8Sc0qiQNyXByfUX
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• Comorbidity Capacity Development Project

• Community Based Health Promotion

• Rovers Project

• Needle and Syringe Program (NSP)

• Stimulant Health Check-up 

• Crystal Campaign Development

• Community User Forums

• Policy Roundtables

• Partnership…Service delivery, research, other….
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ACON’S ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS WORK

NSP – ACON provided 
over 450,000 units of 
sterile injecting 
equipment to 26,000 
clients during the past 
financial year. 

ACON has NSP 
services in Sydney, 
Hunter and the 
Northern Rivers.
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AUSTRALIAN DRUG USE: THE STATISTICS

most recent survey: 
2013 n = 23,855

The National Drug Strategy 
Household Survey (NDSHS)
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DRUG USE AMONGST LGBT AUSTRALIANS

-GPS GAY COMMUNITY PERIODIC SURVEY: SYDNEY 2015: CENTRE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH AND HEALTH, UNSW AUSTRALIA.
-AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF HEALTH AND WELFARE 2014. NATIONAL DRUG STRATEGY HOUSEHOLD SURVEY ---- DETAILED REPORT 2013, DRUG 
STATISTICS SERIES NO.28. CAT. NO. PHE 183, CANBERRA:ASHW
-WOMEN IN CONTACT WITH THE GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY IN SYDNEY: REPORT OF THE SYDNEY WOMEN AND SEXUAL HEALTH (SWASH) 
SURVEY 2014: SYDNEY: ACON & VELIM, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY.
-THE FIRST AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL TRANS MENTAL HEALTH STUDY: SUMMARY OF RESULTS 2014: CURTIN UNIVERSITY, PERTH. 



With the emergence of gamma hydroxybutyric acid (GHB) in 2003, the 
LGBT party scene changed.

A central nervous system depressant, GHB is used by some party goers 
for its pleasure enhancing affects and to lower inhibitions. 

Potential harms of using GHB; vomiting, respiratory depression, loss of 
consciousness, cardiac arrest and in some instances, death.

The rise in GHB use began to negatively impact the LGBT community 
with a growing number of people overdosing and subsequently 
collapsing at events.
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RISE OF GHB IN 2003



2003 - ACON Drug Rovers, now known as the Rovers, were formed to 
look out for party goers that may be at risk of GHB overdose.

2003 - Know Your Limits campaign 

2004 - First Know your Drug Rover campaign  
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ACON’S RESPONSE TO GHB



2004 - Avoid the  GHB Drop Zone campaign 

2005 - Community forum on GHB

2007 - Not every dose is the same campaign 

2007- GHB Fact sheet
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ACON’S RESPONSE TO GHB



2007- Partying at home fact sheets

2008 - You’re a mate not a doctor campaign

2012- Revised know your Rover campaign
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ACON’S RESPONSE TO GHB
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THE ACON ROVER PROGRAM 



Headset – to call for medical attention

Torch – to check in dark places

Heart – ‘cos they care

Bright Vest – so they stand out

Brain – with drug info

Light Wand – so they can be seen

Eyes – to check everyone is having fun!
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ROVER EQUIPMENT



• Currently there are 254 Rovers in our database

• Since 2006 the Rovers have attended more than 100 parties

• Between 2006 and 2016 the Rovers have put in over 3,800 volunteer 
hours

• Since 2013, the Rovers have attended to 236 overdoses/drops 
however, since 2006 there would have been many lives saved
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THE ACON ROVERS IN NUMBERS



Complete Rover 
training 

Complete first shift 
partnered with an 

experienced Rover

All Rovers are 
supervised by a staff 

member from the 
ACON AOD team or 

an experienced Rover

Evaluation is 
undertaken to ensure 
Rover knowledge is 

current and to improve 
the program
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TRAINING AND SUPERVISION



Myth: Rovers are there to tell people not to do drugs

FALSE: Rovers are a harm reduction initiative which means they’re 
about reducing the harms of drug use rather than stopping the actual 
use of drugs.

Myth: Rovers are the “fun police”

FALSE: Rovers are all about having fun and enjoying the party, they 
just want to look out for people while they do it.
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ROVER MYTHS – BUSTED!



Myth: Rovers are the “sex police”

FALSE: wrong again! You might see a Rover checking out the toilets, 
they’re making sure there isn’t anybody in the toilets that needs medical 
assistance. 

Myth: Rovers are just there for people for drop 

FALSE: Rovers are there to provide early intervention and harm 
reduction measures i.e. advising people to take breaks, drink water or 
hand out condoms.
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ROVERS MYTHS – BUSTED!



Myth: Rovers will kick you out of the party if you’re too intoxicated

FALSE: Rovers aren’t out to kick people out of the party, just to get 
medical attention for anyone who needs it. 

Myth: “Oh I’m just drinking you don’t have to worry about me”

FALSE: Even if people are “just” drinking alcohol, they still need to take 
care of themselves and the Rovers will be looking out for them.
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ROVER MYTHS BUSTED



• Reduces the harm that can be experienced from drug use in a party 
setting

• Reduces admissions to hospitals 

• Utilises culture of care within the LGBT community

• The Rovers have a positive reputation amongst the community, with 
police, party promoters and party goers

• The Rovers are the largest volunteer base within ACON and to date 
consists of more than 200 volunteers

• Since it’s inception the Rovers program has expanded from roving at 
the Mardi Gras party to roving at numerous other LGBT parties and 
events in the Northern regions. 
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SUCCESSES, WHY IT WORKS



The Rovers have become an integral part of the LGBT party scene and 
have developed a positive relationship with stakeholders such as police, 
party promoters, party goers, Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras and 
St Vincent’s hospital.
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PARTNERSHIPS AND STAKEHOLDERS



- Drug policy (Harm Minimisation) vs public discourse regarding drugs                      
(Zero tolerance)

- Improving training with police, venues and security

- Staying updated with what Rovers are observing happening at parties 
and ensuring Rover training is current and relevant. 
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PRESENT CHALLENGES AND LOOKING FORWARD



The Rovers have helped to foster a culture of care that is adopted and 
applied by partygoers themselves. 

One very unique aspect of the rovers is that every volunteer that goes 
through the training becomes equipped with skills that they can, and do,  
apply with or without the pink vest. 

I think this is the essence of the Rover Program as a community 
capacity building initiative and one that is absent from the mainstream 
party/club scene 
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CONCLUSION



THANK
YOU

SHANNON WRIGHT AND RAQUEL LOWE

ACON
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